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President on July '28, in NSSM-157 (Tab .G),
directed a prompt review of the advantages and disadvantages of the present US position on CW at the
The NSSM-157
CCD, as well as possible alternatives.
study, which analyzes a range of possible CW arms control
initiatives, is to be considered by the Senior Review
A summary
of the study is attached (Tab B).
Group.
the study (Tab C) requests
The memorandum transmitting
written views of SRG members by COB August 16.
The

Secretary Laird wrote Secretary Rogers and ACDA
Director Smith July 12 to state his judgment that it
is in the US interest to take a limited CW arms control
initiative now (Tab D). Mr. Laird proposed the development of a proposal focusing on the prohibition of production and transfer of lethal chemicals for weapons
The conpurposes for the President's consideration.
siderations which led Mr. Laird to his conclusion are
the following:
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Secretary Rogers, in his zeply to Mr. Laird, stated
his agreement that it is "very much in our interest to
take an early initiative in the CCD to meet legitimate
demands for conczete steps on chemical arms control
consistent with US and Allied security. " (Tab E),
: Ambassador Smith also replied to Mr. Laird expressing
support for an early initiative such as Laird suggested.
as a result of this correspondence, It balls for a consideration of proposals aimed at
achieving broad international restraints on the production
and transfer of lethal chemicals for weapons purposes.
Furthermore, it directs that the study assess methods of
verification, related proceduzes and necessary constraints
in terms of their effectiveness, their acceptability to
the USG and their negotiability.
Should the President
decide to sake an initiative in this field, we will,
of course, undertake appropriate consultations with our
NSSM-157 was issued
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consistent with Mr. Laird's position that
such a proposal--put
forward as soon as possible--would

be in the

US

interest.

The JCS is likely to propose a provision permitting
modernization of our remaining stockpile.
This would be
almost impossible to formulate and negotiate, and would
in effect undercut the essential purposes of a production
ban. ACDA, we understand, will press for a decision to
propose a comprehensive ban, but indicate a willingness
to support a production and transfer ban. Mr. Laird, we
are informed, will confirm his earlier judgment that the
US should promptly propose a production and transfer ban.
We

and transfer of
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weapons

1. Such an agreement would place international
essentially non-verifiable-treaty constraints--albeit
on the production of CW by the USSR and other countries
similar to present fiscal and Congressional constraints
on the US.
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not seriously affect present US CW
capabilities for at least into the 1980s, and perhaps
for several decades. R&D would be permitted and therefore the agreement would not curtail current US activi-
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There is a good possibility that
on the BW Convention.
an agreement of the type we have in mind would be negotiable in Geneva, particularly in view of private and
public Soviet expressions of K.llingness to compromise.
There is a strong reluctance on the part of many,
including some of our Allies, to accept a CW ban which
bears similarities to the NPT. An agreement banning
both production and transfer, -however, would probably
be acceptable. Unlike the NPT, ''the production ban on
CW would
apply to all signatories.
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L believes it would be even more in the US interest
to add the elimination of stockpiles to a production and
transfer ban. The L view is contained in a Salans to
Spiers memorandum of August 10 (Tab F). L will, however,

support

seeking a ban on production

and

transfer.

Recommendation:

draft reply to Mr. Kissinger supporting a production
and transfer ban is tached
(Tab X). It is recommended
that you sign the reply.
A
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